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Sophie in Cork

● What was the purpose of her visit? The French family say she had heating trouble

but others say Josie Hellen had got Pat Hegarty to fix it before Sophie even arrived in

Cork.

● Why did she have so much luggage? Was she planning to stay a long time, or was

she flying straight out to Daniel for Christmas without returning to Paris? Could she

have been carrying luggage for two people?

● How often did Sophie come alone? Some say this was her only visit alone, some

say she often came alone, and the French family say she was 'desperate' to have

company on this particular visit and made odd remarks like 'adios' not 'au revoir' and

other nonsense.

● Does anyone have access to Sophie's diaries? Is there any mention of either a tall

dark handsome stranger in Ireland, or even mention of Ian Bailey by name, in those

French diaries?

The Crime Scene

● Who opened the gate? We know Sophie didn't reach it, and it was open when

Shirley found the body. The myths around the gate suggest it was fastidiously closed

to keep livestock safe, and Sophie was a little obsessive about the gate.

● Had someone arrived by car and opened the gate, a visitor?

● Had Sophie interrupted activities at the drugs farm late at night, unwittingly? Perhaps

a car arrives at 3am, opens the gate, and the engine wakes her up and she goes out

to investigate.

● Had Sophie gone for a walk in the light of the full moon?

● Was she really inside the house when danger arrived?

● Did the police fully and extensively fingerprint the cottage? Why not?

The Magic Coat

● Why is everyone so focused on the dark overcoat?

● We know the man at Kealfadda Bridge was likely not Bailey. How do we know he
was the killer?
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● Nobody would use bleach to clean a coat. It would damage the colour? I never have

and would never consider using bleach on clothes as it only damages them. You can

only dry clean a wool coat so the only alternative would be to burn it. We know the

coat was never burned because the police took it on 10 Feb 1997.

● Could there be two coats? I think it was Dwyer who pretended there might be two or

more.

● What material was the coat made of? Wool? Quite expensive. Beyond Bailey's

wallet?

● Why did Arianna change her story for Netflix?

● Why did Bailey wear the coat to the swim on Christmas Day? Surely that coat

would have been hidden away permanently as soon as he returned from the killing

on the night of 22/23 December? But he continues to wear it very publicly and other

witnesses saw him on other dates wearing the coat. It was not hidden on 10th

February 1997 when it was taken into evidence, it was simply lying on a sofa.

Marie Farrell
● Who is the foreign national Marie claims to have identified from online photos?

This man is known to Daniel TdP.

The Drug Farm
● Leo Bolger appears in Audible Podcast. Why does nobody mention he operated one

of the most sophisticated drugs farms on that land at Alfie's cottage? This wasn't just

someone 'growing a little weed' for personal use but genuine criminal enterprise.

● Was Leo Bolger involved in professional organized crime?

● Did Leo or Sally go to feed their horses on the morning of 23 December and surprise

Sophie somehow?

● Did Alfie really not know what was growing on his land? He got into trouble with the

police for the drugs.

● Why won't Alfie or Shirley talk to Audible Podcast or indeed anyone else on camera?

(I think the Murder at the Cottage footage is archive?)

Karl, The German Musician
● Did Karl Heinz Wolney really leave a suicide note about doing 'something bad' when

he died in 1997?

● Did he know Sophie? People say she knew him and watched him perform.
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● Was Wolney really playing in Crookhaven on the night of the murder?

● If so, was it at O'Sullivan's?

● If it was, did Billy O'S or Sophie notice Wolney?

● Was this lead ever seriously followed?

Alfie The Neighbour

● Why is Alfie not considered a suspect? Someone in their sixties is not usually frail.

● They had a dispute over a barn that Sophie thought was hers.

● There was water or effluent leaking onto Sophie's land.

● Sophie thought it was Alfie that used to sneak into her cottage and take a bath. Why

on earth would he do that when his own bath is next door? Is this even true, that

some interloper used the bath? If so, why did she suspect Alfie and not some

interloper? If it wasn't Alfie, who was it? Does anyone else in the area have this

problem with walkers using facilities?

● Did Alfie have a bandaged hand in December 1996? (Some say yes.)

The Peeping Tom, Mr C

● Who is this man? Marie Farrell's neighbour, Mr C, was known to take underwear from

lines and was an early suspect. Is he the peeping tom?

● Why was Mr C discounted?

The Postman

● Is there any significance to the postman delivering letters to Alfie Lyons at 18:00 on a

Sunday night? (Most people say the postman never calls on Sunday even at

Christmas. Certainly in the UK they do not.)

● The postman, Thomas Hodnett, saw lights on in Sophie's cottage around this time.

Police Corruption

● Is anyone suggesting the police fabricated evidence for reasons other than to hasten

the completion of the case?

● What weight is attached to the speeding Fiesta in the darkness at 7am on 23

December 1996 around Toormore? (Some say this was a Garda's car, now

deceased. He was a known womanizer and bad apple.)
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● Is there any suggestion by anyone at all that a Garda might have taken part in the

murder, for any reason at all?

Witnesses

● Why have so many witnesses either been arrested or have criminal records? Is this

normal in West Cork or rural Ireland?

● Who made the Christmas Day swim video? Was there a similar video made in any

other year? Is Ian Bailey in any of those videos?

● Why has nobody mentioned that Bill Fuller was slashed with a knife by a former

partner of Jules Thomas and might be out for revenge?

● Why has nobody mentioned that Jules's former husband (the paedophile one) was

present on the night of 22 December in the Galley bar? (Is this true?)

● Does Jules's bad luck with men suggest anything about Bailey? Not logically of

course, but it might look bad for Bailey.

● Why has nobody ever admitted there were no fewer than three student guests in the

Prairie over and above the 3 daughters plus Jules and Ian? That's a total of 8 people.

It sounds like an open, informal house. It would be impossible for a killer to hide

clothes or weapons or his own guilt in such an environment, and one of them would

have noticed him coming and going throughout the night... unless he was in the

Studio, in which case he could have escaped without notice. But nobody remembers

him going to the Studio except Bailey himself. A guilty man would likely therefore

have denied going to the Studio that night.

● Why is Bill Hogan now making up stuff about Jules Thomas and blood-stained

clothes? Nobody else has ever said anything on these lines in 25 years. The press

made out this was some kind of amazing new witness but it is boring old stuff from

the same dodgy characters. Is Bill in the frame? He knew Sophie quite well through

the cheese.

● Why is everyone making out that Sophie likely knew her attacker? The random,

unplanned, manic nature of the scene suggests a stranger is equally likely. I agree

this is someone who 'lost it' and therefore it could be absolutely anyone at all.
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